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About the Brand
UnCovered54 is a streetwear brand that was born out of the need to 
break away from the norm and create something new. We’re all about 
being true to yourself, and we want to create a space where you can 
find others who feel the same way.

Our brand is about releasing who you are no matter what negative 
vibes or environment you are in. Uncovered 54 is more than just a 
streetwear brand. We’re also cultivating a community for streetwear 
enthusiast to feel like they belong—a place that offers comfort in 
the face of challenges, and a sense of belonging when you’re feeling 
alone.

We’re here for people who aren’t afraid of a challenge—people who 
know that by being themselves, they can inspire others to do the 
same. We want you to feel like you belong to a community of people 
who believe in following their dreams, even if they don’t always fit into 
the mold of what others think success looks like.
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Mood Board

Overview
UnCovered54 is a street wear clothing brand that inspires 
others to be their true selves and spreads peace. 

Photography Style: Dark backgrounds with a spotlight on 
the subject help the subject stand out. The photos should 
still be well lit so that we can see the items being promoted. 
Dark imagery gives a moody vibe which helps influence the 
“Trap Peace Cult” community the brand is aiming to build. 

Typography: Nofex is an all caps font that has a very 
bold body, but still has high contrast. This font looks very 
modern when paired with contrasting design colors. This 
font is impressive and features a clean and elegant font, 
professionally shaped, and as a result, it will easily match a 
variety of creations that require a different touch.  

Textures: In this mood board, the textures help bring 
a sense of individuality while also adding to building a 
community. We want to ensure that we are focusing on 
letting others know that it’s okay to be yourself but also 
bringing the “outcast” together.

Color Palette: The color palette compliments the 
photography/imagery of the brand by adding contrast. The 
light and dark colors help spotlight important information 
when used together. 

Vibe: This mood board speaks more to those who are against 
the flow but still spread peace. Going in this direction 
highlights individuality and being one’s true self. 

The Concept

Fingerprints represent 
the users’ personal 
identity and helps 
spread the mission of 
being true to yourself 
and being proud of who 
you are as an individual.

3D Fingerprint textured 
background represent 
being one’s true self. 
The 3D aspect helps 
our brand stand out.

Dark backgrounds 
and spotlight on the 
subject help the user 
focus on the items 
being photographed. 

The grainy effect 
helps add texture to 
images and graphics. 
It also adds to the dull 
and dark effect that 
the brand is looking to 
present. 

Bold | Confident | Rebels | Grunge



Color Palette

SECONDARY COLORSPRIMARY COLORS

#090605 #519057 #F6BE00#8B837E #CC5500



TYPOGRAPHY
NOFEX

BITTER

Nofex is an all caps font that has a very bold body, but still has high contrast. This font looks very modern when paired with contrasting design 
colors. This font is impressive and features a clean and elegant font, professionally shaped, and as a result, it will easily match a variety of 
creations that require a different touch. Add it with confidence to your projects, and you’ll love the results. This typeface is perfect for elegant 
logos, branding, promotions, book covers, magazine layouts, or simply as a stylish text overlay onto any background image.

Bitter is a sans-serif font designed by Sol Matas and released through Huerta Tipográfica. It is characterized by its geometric shapes and 
sharp, angular forms, which give it a modern and industrial feel. Bitter is available in a variety of weights, from thin to black, allowing for a 
range of design options and flexibility. It is well-suited for use in a variety of design projects, including logos, branding materials, websites, 
and print materials. It is also legible and easy to read at small sizes, making it suitable for use in body text as well as headlines and other 
display elements.
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CoCreate.Designs

Website: www.asiaroscoe.com

Phone Number:  (313)-757-2697

Email: aroscoe0916@gmail.com

Ready to see the detailed version? Start your project with us today!


